
The aim of my master´s thesis titled „A Notary in the legal order of CR“ is to 

completely describe role and position of notary public on in our republic. This legal 

profession has a deep roof in history and long tradition and today is very credible in 

public view. 

Position of notary is very special primarily because some results of notarial work 

are considered as public documents. This is consequence of deputation public 

competence from the stat to notary, nevertheless notary remains liberal profession.  

The thesis is composed of seven chapters. Chapter One is introductory and 

describes historical circumstances, next today´s valid and relevant  legislation, of which is 

the most important “Notarial Procedures”.  

Chapter Two in the first place deals with statutory requirements for the notary´s 

function. Then defines basic terms and principles as: notarial work, notarial office, 

impartiality and independence of notary. 

Chapter Three is subdivided into many parts, each of them dealing with different 

aspects of notarial activities. Main and crucial activities are: preparation of notarial 

record on legal acts, certifying of legally significant facts and declarations, court 

commissariat. This chapter is the most comprehensive and provides complete summary 

about everything, what notary is doing. 

Next chapter closely continues on previous one and compares notary with attorney 

in provision custodies and verification of authenticity of a signature.  

Chapter Five concentrates on notarial fees, as for overall view on notaries is 

suitable to have an idea about price for their services. Issue of notarial fees has also 

connection with independence and impartiality and restricts the possibility of competition 

between notaries. 

Chapter Six focuses on notarial self-governance. Apply here the principle of 

compulsory association notaries in regional chambers and these chambers create The 

Notarial Chamber of the Czech Republic that represents Czech notary in international 

level as in domestic. Every notarial activity subjects to supervision by self-governance. 

Chapter Seven describes every form of liability of notaries, as disciplinary, civil 

and criminal liability. This personal liability emphasizes on notary´s expertise and is the 

basic principle of working of the notary.  

End of my thesis contains of brief summary, repeated conclusions, observations 

on certain controversial issues and finally description of sources of information. 

 


